
What? 
Step into the world of What, if you dare! A confusing and dangerous world of monsters and 
deception. The game is simple, but maddeningly difficult. You must survive the journey around 
the Great Ouroboros by scheming and cheating your way forward. Obtain powerful Items 
spawned from the chaos of the Aether, scramble to adapt to changing rules, clash with baffling 
Monsters. All of this, just to get to where you started! 

Rules 
Play Procedure 

1. All Players draw five Item Cards 
2. Draw 4 Rule cards 
3. Roll the Dice (according to the Rules) the player with the highest roll goes first, turns 

progress to the first player’s left 
4. Roll dice to progress, if you land on the same space as another player, move back one 
5. Play interrupts or Items 
6. At the end of your turn you must draw a Creature Card 
7. To battle the Creature, your combat number is pitted against the Creature’s, the space you 

are on determines your Combat number 
8. If you have an Item you must use it 
9. Stealing cards and stacking decks is not cheating, until you are caught 
10. If caught cheating, the player must draw one Punishment Card 
11. If a player is charged with cheating and they weren’t, the accuser draws one Punishment 

card 
12. If you must draw more than one Punishment card, apply the punishments in the order you 

drew them 
13. When moving backward, you cannot pass start 
14. If you roll more than there are spaces to start, you stop on start 
15. If you fail to beat the Creature on Start, go around again 

Basic Rules (apply by default) 

1. You may have an unlimited number of cards in your hand at any time 
2. Play is limited to the Middle Ring 
3. Cards affect you 
4. 1 dice 

Variable Rules 



1. Shadow Game: You may have only one dim light source, a single candle at the center of 
the table or a single flashlight 

2. High Noon: You must play in a brightly lit room 
3. Nefarious Scoundrel: Play with the NPC Thief 
4. Wise Benefactor: Play with the NPC Alchemist  
5. The Paths Less Traveled: Play with the Outer Ring 
6. Quick and Dirty: Play with the Inner Ring 
7. 1-2 Punch: Double the effects of all cards 
8. A Bird in the Hand…: Half the effects of all cards 
9. Mirror, Mirror…: Invert the effects of all cards 
10. What Goes Around…: Cards only affect the player to your left 
11. …Comes Around: Cards only affect the player to your right 
12. The Long Haul: Play with all three Rings 
13. When we get to it…: Play with the Bridges, Search deck for The Long Haul and put into 

play 
14. Progress for Progress’s Sake: For every 2 places you advance, go back one. 
15. Clockwise: At the end of every turn, pass one card to the right 
16. Counterclockwise: At the end of every turn, pass one card to the left 
17. Time of Want: You may only have four cards in your hand at a time 
18. Time of Restraint: You may only have eight cards in your hand at a time 
19. Time of Plenty: You may have only 12 cards in your hand at a time 
20. Little Brother: At the end of your turn, poke the person to your left 
21. Eyes of the Snake: Play with two dice—bridges required 
22. Third Eye Open: Play with three dice—three rings required 
23. Nice Guys: At the end of each turn, the first place switches with last place 
24. Crime Pays: Put the cheat cards into the Punishment Pile 

Cheat Cards 

1. Bend a Rule: Avoid one rule during your turn, discard cheat card 
2. Break a Rule: Remove one rule from the game, discard cheat card 
3. Make a Rule: Search the Rule Deck for the Rule of your choice 

Punishment Cards 

1. Bad End: You lose, leave the game 
2. Tough Luck: go back two spaces 
3. Bad Break: Go back three spaces 
4. Tough Break: Go back four spaces 
5. Bad Luck: Go back eight spaces 
6. The Long Way Round: Go to the outer Ring if able 
7. Easy come, Easy go: Switch Places with the loser 



8. Back to Basics: Go back to Start 
9. Friends in Low Places: if Thief is present, go to Thief 
10. Sucker for Pain: Draw 2 more Punishment Cards 
11. Fail Safe: Lose a turn 
12. Too Good to Be True: Discard one good card 
13. BFF—Not: Trade hands with the person to your left 
14. Black Hole: Discard your hand 
15. Bad Poker Face: Reveal your hand to all players 
16. Short a Whole Deck: subtract 2 from all of your rolls from now on 
17. Fork in the Plug: Roll the dice, go back 

World Cards 

1. Tongue of the Just: You must speak only truth from now on (Instant) 
2. Tongue of the Sly: You must speak only lies from now on (Instant) 
3. Words of the Wise: Speak like Yoda you must (from now on) (Instant) 
4. Thick of Wit: Whenever somebody draws a card everyone must say “what” if they don’t, 

draw a Punishment card (instant) 
5. Hey!: No touching! (instant) 
6. Out of Sight: Keep hands under the table if it isn’t your turn (instant) 
7. Bad Player, Bad!: Banish target player for one turn (not his own) (interrupt) 
8. Hair Cut Party!: +1 to everyone’s level (interrupt) 
9. Wait, What?: All players go back to start (interrupt) 
10. Diluted Potion of What?: All players go back one space (interrupt) 
11. Lost Weekend: everyone loses a turn! 

Creatures: If you win, draw a card, lose draw a Punishment card unless there are other rules for 
the creature 

1. Samurai Grass: Level 3 
2. Platicorn: Level 4 
3. Mother-in-Law: Level 5 
4. Angry Pants: Level 7 
5. Royal Blue Pen: Level 11 If you lose you draw one Punishment card for every player 

besides yourself. If you win, everyone else draws a punishment card 
6. Staring Stairs: Level 1 
7. Stare-Proof Wall: Level 1If you lose to this Creature you win the game, regardless of 

where you are. 
8. Bubble Avalanche: Level 9 
9. Ruler of Rules: Level 8 
10. Ninja Pirate Vampire Werewolf: Level 2 If you win against this Creature, Draw 2 cards 



Items: You can use these for yourself or on other players 

Positive 

1. Glass Sword: +3 Combat 
2. Glass Cannon: +5 Combat, go back one 
3. Glass Nuclear Bomb: +11 Combat, lose next turn 
4. Apple Sauce Shooter: +1Combat,  Draw one item card 
5. Leaf Blower: +3 Combat, Discard a card 
6. Bottle of Intoxicant: -1 or +10 against Mother-in-Law 
7. Lady Luck: Roll dice, add to current Combat 
8. Eye of the Blind: Everyone reveals their cards to you and not to anyone else 
9. Snake on a Plank: Roll one dice if 1-3 -1 Combat,  if 4-6 +1 Combat 
10. Carpetbag: Target player closes eyes for 5 seconds 
11. Double Edged Scissors: on the Inner Ring -3 Combat, on the Middle Ring +2 Combat, on 

the Outer Ring +5 Combat 

Negative 

1. Poison of What: Go back 3 spaces 
2. Amulet of Guilt: You automatically fail against a Creature 
3. Pendant of Remorse: Skip nest turn 
4. Taboo Helmet: When target player says “what” skip their next turn 
5. Poisoned Apple: -4 to your Combat Level 
6. Poison Candy Cane: -3 to your Combat Level 
7. Sunburn of the Malevolent Star: -1 to your Combat Level 
8. Your Mom Joke: -2 to your Combat Level 
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